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Chinese kindergartners’ automatic processing of numerical magnitude in Stroop-like tasks

XINLIN ZHOU AND YAO CHEN
Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China
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AND
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Using Stroop-like tasks, this study examined whether Chinese kindergartners showed automatic processing of numerical magnitude. A total of 36 children (mean age = 5 years 10 months) were asked to perform physical size comparison (i.e., “Which of two numbers is bigger in physical size?”) and numerical magnitude tasks (i.e., “Which of two numbers is bigger in numerical magnitude?”) on 216 number pairs. These number pairs varied in levels of congruence between numerical magnitude and physical size (for Stroop effect) and numerical distance (for distance effect). On the basis of analyses of response time and error rates, we found that Chinese kindergartners showed automatic processing of numerical magnitude. These results are significantly different from previous studies’ findings about the onset age (ranging from around the end of first grade to third grade) for automatic processing of numerical magnitude.

The processing of numerical magnitude can be either intentional or automatic (Girelli, Lucangeli, & Butterworth, 2000; Noël, Rousselle, & Mussolin, 2005). Intentional processing of numerical magnitude occurs when subjects are directed to attend to the magnitude of number(s) (e.g., “Which of two numbers is bigger in magnitude?”; see, e.g., Butterworth, 1999; Moyer & Landauer, 1967). Automatic processing of numerical magnitude occurs when subjects are specifically asked to process nonmagnitude information about numbers (e.g., physical size), but there is evidence of the impact of numerical magnitude (e.g., magnitude information facilitates physical size judgment; Girelli et al., 2000; Noël et al., 2005). Various tasks have been used to study automatic processing of numbers. They include parity judgment (i.e., whether a number is odd or even; see, e.g., Berch, Foley, Hill, & Ryan, 1999; Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993; Fias, Brysbaert, Geypens, & d’Ydewalle, 1996), phonetic judgment (i.e., whether a number word has a particular vowel; Fias et al., 1996), identity judgment (i.e., whether two numbers are the same or different; see, e.g., Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Duncan & McFarland, 1980), and Stroop-like tasks (e.g., “Which number is bigger in physical size? 3 or 2?”; see, e.g., Besner & Coltheart, 1979; Dehaene, 1999; Henik & Tzelgov, 1982; Schwarz & Heinze, 1998; Tzelgov et al., 1992). In Stroop-like tasks, subjects are asked to make comparisons of pairs of numbers that vary in numerical magnitude and physical size. There are three types of trials: congruent trials (e.g., “2” and “3,” in which 3 is bigger than 2 in both numerical magnitude and physical size); incongruent trials (e.g., “2” and “3”); and neutral trials (i.e., the pairs of numbers have either the same numerical magnitude or the same physical size, depending on the task). Subjects are asked to perform two kinds of comparisons—physical size comparison (i.e., “Which of the two numbers is bigger in physical size?”) and numerical magnitude comparison (i.e., “Which of the two numbers is bigger in numerical magnitude?”). Typical results show that subjects take less time and make fewer errors during congruent trials than during incongruent trials (see, e.g., Besner & Coltheart, 1979; Henik & Tzelgov, 1982; Schwarz & Heinze, 1998; Tzelgov et al., 1992). The size congruity effect during the physical size comparison tasks indicates that the numerical magnitude of a number is automatically activated to facilitate (under the congruent condition) or to interfere with (under the incongruent condition) the physical size comparison task. Similarly, a size congruity effect during the numerical magnitude comparison task indicates that the physical size of a number is automatically activated to facilitate or to interfere with the numerical magnitude comparison task.
Development of Automatic Processing of Numbers

Most of the previous studies on the automatic processing of numbers have used adults such as college students as subjects. Not surprisingly, these studies consistently demonstrated that adults display automaticity in number processing. It is not clear, however, when children develop the ability to carry out automatic processing of numbers. Comparative work (Boysen & Capaldi, 1993; Rumbaugh, Savage-Rumbaugh, & Hegel, 1987) and infant research (e.g., Wynn, 1992; Xu, 2003; Xu & Spelke, 2000) have shown that infants and chimps have a rudimentary number sense (see a review by Dehaene, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Cohen, 1998). Studies of judgment of object quantity (e.g., Brannon & Van de Walle, 2001; Bullock & Gelman, 1977; Huntley-Fenner & Cannon, 2000) have demonstrated that 2-year-old children could intentionally process quantity (number). Studies with actual number comparison tasks (Butterworth, 1999; Girelli et al., 2000; Rubinsten, Henik, Berger, & Shahar-Shalev, 2002; Temple & Posner, 1998) have also found that children as young as 5 years old showed intentional processing of numerical magnitude. However, research regarding the onset of automatic processing of numerical magnitude is limited.

To our knowledge, only five empirical studies thus far have provided information relevant to this question (Berch et al., 1999; Duncan & McFarland, 1980; Girelli et al., 2000; Mussolin, 2002, cited in Noël et al., 2005; Rubinsten et al., 2002). Three of them used a Stroop-like paradigm. In a study of Italian children, Girelli et al. (2000) found that the size congruity effect started to emerge in the third grade (at a mean age of 8.4 years). First-grade Italian children did not show a size congruity effect when they were asked to compare the physical sizes of Arabic numerals and to ignore their numerical magnitude. Rubinsten et al. (2002) used Stroop-like tasks of numerical magnitude and physical size comparisons with a cross-sectional sample in Israel. They tested beginning first-grade students (mean age = 6.25 years), students at the end of first grade (mean age = 7.32 years), third-grade students (mean age = 8.82 years), fifth-grade students (mean age = 11.0), and undergraduate students (mean age = 22.8 years). Results showed that the size congruity effect during physical size comparisons (indicating automatic processing of numerical magnitude) started to appear at the end of the first grade. Beginning first graders did not show such an effect, thus failing to provide evidence of automatic processing of numbers (termed “autonomous automatic processing” by the original authors, based on Tzelgov, Henik, Sneg, & Baruch, 1996). In an unpublished study (Mussolin, 2002) described in a recent handbook chapter (Noël et al., 2005), second through fourth graders in Belgium were given a Stroop-like task that was somewhat different from the one used in Girelli et al. and Rubinsten et al. Results showed that second graders already showed the size congruity effect for single-digit pairs and for small two-digit pairs (numbers smaller than 50), but not for large two-digit pairs. In other words, among children in Belgium, automatic processing of small numerical magnitude emerged before second grade. This study further revealed that automatic processing of larger numbers (those bigger than 50) emerged during the third grade.

In addition to the size congruity effect in Stroop-like tasks, other evidence has also been used to suggest automatic processing. For example, in a study of American children ranging from Grade 2 to Grade 8, Berch et al. (1999) looked for evidence of automatic processing as shown by the spatial–numerical association of response codes (SNARC) effect during a parity judgment task. The SNARC effect occurs when the left hand has an advantage in responding to tasks involving small(er) numbers, whereas the right hand has an advantage with tasks involving large(r) numbers (see, e.g., Dehaene et al., 1993; Fias et al., 1996). This spatial–numerical correspondence is deemed evidence for the left-to-right orientation of the mental number line. Therefore, its activation during a parity judgment task suggests automatic processing of the mental representation of numerical magnitude. Berch et al. (1999) found that the SNARC effect began to emerge at Grade 3.

Finally, it should be mentioned that an earlier study of American children (Duncan & McFarland, 1980, Experiment 2) showed that even kindergartners showed a distance effect in identity judgment tasks. In that study, children were asked to judge whether two Arabic numerals were identical. Results showed that the smaller the numerical magnitude difference between the two numerals, the longer it took children to make the judgment. This finding of the distance effect has sometimes been cited as evidence of the early onset of automatic processing of numerical magnitude. However, the distance effect may not be a reliable indicator of automatic processing of numerical magnitude, because this effect has not been found to occur consistently for all subjects who should presumably display automatic processing of numbers (Noël et al., 2005). For example, third graders in the Girelli et al. (2000) study and all age groups in the Rubinsten et al. (2002) study during the physical size comparison tasks did not show the distance effect.

The Present Study

From the studies mentioned above, one could conclude that the early to middle elementary grades are the beginning point of automatic processing of numerical magnitude, at least with the Stroop-like paradigm and the SNARC effect. Theoretically, this makes sense, because much experience with number processing is probably needed before the process becomes automatic. It is not clear, however, whether the onset age discovered in the previous studies (Berch et al., 1999; Girelli et al., 2000; Mussolin, 2002; Rubinsten et al., 2002) can be generalized to other cultures, given the great cross-cultural variation in mathematical achievement and early mathematical acquisition. In the present study, we used Stroop-like tasks to investigate whether the onset of automatic processing had occurred for Chinese kindergartners.

According to previous research, Chinese children seem to have an advantage over their cross-cultural counterparts in several aspects of early numerical learning. First, Chinese digits have shorter pronunciation duration than digits in other languages, such as English (e.g., Chen & Stevenson, 1988; Stigler, Lee, & Stevenson, 1986). For example,
Stigler et al. (1986) found that the average pronunciation duration of Chinese digits was 320 msec, whereas that of English digits was 420 msec. This advantage can have many consequences, because a greater number of digits can be stored in working memory. Chen and Stevenson (1988) found that as early as at preschool age, Chinese children already have a longer digit-span memory than American children. The difference in digit span for 4- to 6-year-olds was almost 1 digit (4.1 digits for American preschoolers and 5.0 digits for Chinese preschoolers; Chen & Stevenson, 1988). We can speculate that shorter pronunciation duration may also partially account for Chinese students’ superior performance in mental calculation (e.g., Stevenson et al., 1990) and Chinese adults’ faster mental multiplication (Campbell & Xue, 2001).

Second, the Chinese 10-based numbering system may also provide an advantage in early counting and mathematics (Ho & Fuson, 1998; Miller, Kelly, & Zhou, 2005; Miller, Smith, Zhu, & Zhang, 1995). Counting in Chinese is simpler than in English because of its 10-based system: yi (one), er (two), san (three), … shi (ten), shi-yi (ten-one for 11), shi-er (ten-two for 12), shi-san (ten-three for 13), … er-shi (two-tenth for 20), er-shi-yi (two-tenth-one for 21), er-shi-er (two-tenth-two for 22), and so on. Miller et al. (1995) found that Chinese preschoolers made fewer mistakes in counting than their American counterparts.

Third, Chinese children also have greater exposure to numbers in daily life than English-speaking children, because the Chinese language uses numbers to name days of the week (i.e., xingqi-yi ["weekday one" for Monday], xingqi-er ["weekday two" for Tuesday], etc.) and months of the year (i.e., yi-yue ["one month" for January], er-yue ["two month" for February], etc.) (Kelly, Miller, Fang, & Feng, 1999).

Finally, Chinese families’ and preschools’ early training (formal or informal teaching) in mathematics (cf. Huntsinger, Jose, Liaw, & Ching, 1997; Miller et al., 2005) would also add to the linguistic advantages Chinese children already have. For example, in an observational study, Huntsinger et al. (1997) found that, in comparison with European Americans, Chinese preschoolers and kindergarteners scored higher in a test of early mathematical abilities and Chinese parents gave more informal, direct mathematics instruction and more encouragement for mathematics-related activities (but also see Sy, Fang, & Huntsinger, 2003, for different findings based on surveys and interviews). Taken together, the linguistic and cultural advantages of early numerical learning and exposure are likely to lead to an earlier onset of automatic processing.

The early advantages of number processing for Chinese children may also shed light on later differences in mathematical achievement. Previous cross-cultural research has shown that Chinese students displayed better performance in a wide variety of mathematical tasks (e.g., computation, measurement, estimation, word problems, operations, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry) than did their counterparts in other countries (e.g., Campbell & Xue, 2001; Chen & Stevenson, 1995; Stevenson, Chen, & Lee, 1993; Stevenson et al., 1990). In contrast, according to recent reports from the TIMSS (Third International Mathematics and Science Study, now renamed as Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study; Mullis, Martin, Gonzalez, & Chrostowski, 2004; Mullis et al., 2000), eighth graders in the United States, Israel, and Italy had scores at or below the international average among about 40 countries (or regions). Although Mainland China was not part of the TIMSS, equivalent eighth graders in Hong Kong and Taiwan were top performers. Students in Belgium have shown great variations: Students in Flemish-speaking Belgium have been among the top performing children, scoring only behind East Asian students, whereas those in French-speaking Belgium were typically below the international average.

**METHOD**

**Subjects**

Thirty-six kindergartners (20 boys and 16 girls), with a mean age of 5 years 10 months (ranging from 5 years 4 months through 6 years 3 months), were recruited from four kindergartens in Beijing, China. These four kindergartens were purposely selected to cover a wide range of neighborhoods, including working- and middle-class neighborhoods. From each kindergarten, we randomly selected 8–10 children. All of the subjects were screened for vision using a Snellen visual acuity test (capital “E” in four different directions) and were determined to have normal vision.

**Apparatus**

The software DMDX, installed on a Dell notebook computer, was used to program the presentation of stimuli and to collect reaction time (RT) data.

**Tasks**

The subjects were presented two numbers on the screen. These numbers varied in physical size and numerical magnitude (see Materials, below). For the physical size comparison task, the subjects were asked to judge which number was bigger in physical size. For the numerical magnitude comparison task, they were asked to judge which number was bigger in numerical magnitude. The subjects were asked to press the left Shift key if they thought the left numeral was bigger than the right one in physical size (or numerical magnitude) and to press the right Shift key if they thought the right numeral was bigger than the left one.

**Materials**

Table 1 shows the stimuli used in the present study. These number pairs varied in level of congruence, numerical distance, and order. In terms of congruence level, each pair of numbers could be either congruent (i.e., one number is bigger than the other in both numerical magnitude and physical size) or incongruent (i.e., one number is bigger in numerical magnitude but smaller in physical size than the other). The neutral conditions had no variations either in physical size (in the case of numerical magnitude comparisons) or in numerical magnitude (in the case of physical size comparisons).

In terms of numerical distance, there were 6 levels, ranging from 1 to 6. Following previous research (e.g., Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995), numerical distances from 1 to 3 were grouped into the “small-distance” category and those from 4 to 6 into the “large-distance” category. In addition, nine number pairs of the same numerical magnitude (i.e., numerical distance = 0) were used for the neutral condition during the physical size comparison task.

Finally, each pair of numbers was presented in two different orders: once as shown in Table 1, and a second time in reverse order. This was to control for any possible order or position effects.

Together, there were 108 number pairs (3 pairs × 6 levels of distance × 3 congruence levels × 2 orders) for both the numerical
magnitude and the physical size comparison tasks. It should be noted that in order to create equivalence in experimental design, the number pairs for the neutral condition of the physical size comparison task were repeated once to yield an equivalent number of pairs as in the other conditions.

Each number pair (8 cm apart from each other) was presented at the center of the screen in white, against a black background. Two font sizes, in Arial font, were used for the numbers: 48 points (about 13 mm in height, 9 mm in width) and 96 points (about 27 mm in height, 18 mm in width). This 2:1 ratio between the two font sizes was the same as that used in Girelli et al. (2000).

### Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment, the experimenter spent 10 min explaining the procedure to the child and making sure that the child felt comfortable in that setting. The child was asked to sit about 50 cm away from the computer screen. At the beginning of each trial, the symbols “+,” in font size 48, in Chinese Windows 2000, were used as fixation points presented at the center of the screen. The distance between the two “+” signs was 8 cm. After 1,000 msec, a digit pair was presented in the same positions in which the fixation “+” had been. The stimuli were kept on the screen until the child responded by pressing a key or until 5,000 msec had elapsed. During the practice period, the subjects were asked to make comparisons on both sets of stimuli presented at the center of the screen. The distance effect and the size congruity effect and their interaction by using data from only the congruent and incongruent conditions. Figure 1 shows the results of the first set of analyses. Average median RTs were based on the median response latencies computed for correct-response trials in each session for each subject. When the average RTs combined from the three conditions (ignoring the distance effect) were entered into a one-factor repeated measures ANOVA, we found a significant size congruity effect \( F(2,70) = 5.49, p < .01 \). Pairwise comparisons showed that RT was significantly longer for the incongruent condition than for the neutral condition and the congruent condition (see Figure 1, left panel). Analysis of error rates also revealed a main effect of size congruity \( F(2,70) = 27.44, MSe = 13.57, p < .001 \). Pairwise comparisons showed that the incongruent condition elicited greater errors than did the neutral and congruent conditions (see Figure 1, right panel).

### RESULTS

#### Physical Size Comparisons

As mentioned in the introduction, the size congruity effect in the physical size comparison task would provide strong evidence of automatic processing of numerical magnitude. Two separate sets of analyses were conducted, because the neutral condition for this task had no numerical distance. The first set of analyses examined the size congruity effect without considering numerical distance, and the second set examined the distance effect and the size congruity effect and their interaction by using data from only the congruent and incongruent conditions. Figure 1 shows the results of the first set of analyses. Average median RTs were based on the median response latencies computed for correct-response trials in each session for each subject. When the average RTs combined from the three conditions (ignoring the distance effect) were entered into a one-factor repeated measures ANOVA, we found a significant size congruity effect \( F(2,70) = 5.49, p < .01 \). Pairwise comparisons showed that RT was significantly longer for the incongruent condition than for the neutral condition and the congruent condition (see Figure 1, left panel). Analysis of error rates also revealed a main effect of size congruity \( F(2,70) = 27.44, MSe = 13.57, p < .001 \). Pairwise comparisons showed that the incongruent condition elicited greater errors than did the neutral and congruent conditions (see Figure 1, right panel).
Numerical Magnitude Comparisons

Figure 3 (top panel) shows the RT (averages of medians) on the numerical magnitude comparison tasks by levels of congruence and numerical distance. A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on average median latencies, with numerical distance (small vs. large distance) and congruity (neutral, congruent, and incongruent) as within-subjects factors. The main effects of size congruity and numerical distance were significant $[F(2,70) = 72.34, MS_e = 19,241.87, p < .001]$, for the size congruity effect; $[F(1,35) = 23.37, MS_e = 28,947.59, p < .001]$, for the numerical distance effect. The interaction between congruity and numerical distance was also significant $[F(2,70) = 3.97, MS_e = 15,136.94, p < .05]$. Further simple effects tests showed a significant size congruity effect for both the trials with small numerical distance $[F(2,70) = 51.33, MS_e = 19,771.16, p < .001]$ and those with large numerical distance $[F(2,70) = 29.93, MS_e = 14,607.65, p < .001]$. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment at the level of .05 showed that, for both the small- and large-distance number pairs, RT was shortest for the congruent condition, followed by the neutral condition, and was longest for the incongruent condition. Simple effects tests also revealed a significant numerical distance effect for both the neutral condition $[F(1,35) = 12.88, MS_e = 18,783.28, p < .005]$ and the incongruent condition $[F(1,35) = 27.12, MS_e = 18,647.67, p < .001]$, but not for the congruent condition. The same analyses were conducted with error rates. Results on error rates mirrored those for RT. As Figure 3 (bottom panel) shows, there were significant main effects of size congruity $[F(2,70) = 32.67, MS_e = 68.60, p < .001]$ and numerical distance $[F(1,35) = 18.75, MS_e = 28.04, p < .001]$. Their interaction was also significant $[F(2,70) = 4.23, MS_e = 42.39, p < .05]$. Further simple effects tests showed that, for both small- and large-distance number pairs, there were significant size congruity effects $[F(2,70) = 27.37, MS_e = 63.68, p < .001]$, for small-

$\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 1. Average median reaction times (and standard errors) and mean error rates (and standard errors) for the physical size comparison tasks, averaged across various numerical distance trials.}

\text{Figure 2. Average median reaction times (and standard errors) and mean error rates (and standard errors) for the physical size comparison tasks, analyzed by numerical distance. (The neutral condition had 0 numerical magnitude distance, and thus was not included in this analysis.)}
\end{align*}$
distance number pairs; \( F(2,70) = 14.32, MS_e = 47.31, p < .001 \), for large-distance number pairs]. Pairwise comparisons showed that, for small-distance number pairs, the incongruent condition elicited more errors than the neutral and congruent conditions; for large-distance number pairs, both the incongruent and the neutral conditions elicited more errors than the congruent condition. Finally, a numerical distance effect was significant only for the incongruent condition \( [F(1,35) = 14.04, MS_e = 57.93, p < .001] \).

**DISCUSSION**

The goal of the present study was to investigate whether Chinese kindergartners had acquired automatic processing of numerical magnitude. Using Stroop-like tasks, we found that Chinese kindergartners showed a size congruency effect during the physical size comparison tasks. That is, they took significantly longer and made more mistakes when making physical size judgment under the incongruent condition than under the neutral and standard conditions (see Figure 1). Evidently, numerical magnitude information conveyed by the numbers interfered with the physical size comparison tasks. This result provided strong evidence of automatic processing of numerical magnitude by Chinese kindergartners.

When the data were analyzed by numerical distance, however, there was one exception to our general finding of significant congruity effects for the physical size comparison tasks: The congruity effect was not significant for the RT data for small-distance pairs (see Figure 2). There are no ready explanations for this exception, because it appeared only for RT, not for error rates, and only for small-distance trials. More research is needed to investigate the nature of this exception. It is of interest to note, however, that Schwarz and Heinze (1998) also reported that congruity effect depended on numerical distance. They found that, although congruity effect was significant for both small- and large-distance trials, it was somewhat greater for the former—a finding opposite to ours. They explained that small-distance trials were more difficult and took more time, thus allowing for more interference from numerical magnitude. That explanation would not apply in our finding because of the opposite pattern of interaction and because our exception was limited to the RT data.

Chinese kindergartners also consistently showed the expected congruity effect during the numerical magnitude comparison tasks. In other words, these children showed intentional processing of numerical values. Up till now, the youngest subjects tested with Stroop-like paradigms for evidence of intentional processing of numerical magnitude were first graders (Girelli et al., 2000; Rubinsten et al., 2002). Finally, insofar as the distance effect is a possible—although not reliable (see earlier discussion in the introduction; also see Noël et al., 2005)—indicator of automatic processing of numbers (e.g., mental line representation of numbers), our study also showed that the distance effect was evident across almost all tasks and trials.

Taken together, the results of this study and those of previous studies on Western children suggest that the onset of automatic processing of numerical magnitude in a Stroop-like paradigm varies greatly across cultures. The onset ranges from at least as early as kindergarten in our study to as late as third grade, for Italians in Girelli et al. (2000), with Israeli children demonstrating automatic processing of numerical magnitude at the end of first grade (Rubinsten et al., 2002) and Belgian children showing the same thing sometime before second grade (Mussolin, 2002).

An obvious explanation for the cross-cultural variations in the onset of automatic processing lies in cross-cultural differences in early mathematical acquisition. As mentioned in the introduction, Chinese children seem to have an advantage over their cross-cultural counterparts in several aspects of early numerical learning, such as digit pronunciation duration, number-naming system, daily exposure to numbers, and early mathematical training at home and preschool (e.g., Chen & Stevenson, 1988; Ho & Fuson, 1998; Miller et al., 1995; Stigler et al., 1986). These factors together (or individually) may have enhanced the acquisition of many features of numbers, including their relative numerical magnitudes. Early experiences in counting and simple addition may be the key to automatic processing of numbers.

Future research is needed to replicate our study as well as to make more direct comparisons across carefully matched samples from different cultures. Also needed are external indicators that the mathematical/numerical competence of these children (e.g., simple addition) is linked to children’s level of automatic processing of numbers. Finally, research on specific cultural and social practices in preschool mathematical teaching would also help us to understand the factors that may lead to an early onset of automatic processing of numbers by Chinese children.
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